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BATES WINNER IN
DUAL TRACK MEET
FIRST CONTEST OF SEASON LOST BY
5 7 1-2 TO 4 9 1-2.

INCLEMENT WEATHER HANDICAP
Only Three New Hampshire Men Take a
First— Brili W ins the Track N. H.
— No Records.

The first track meet of the season was
held last Saturday with N ew Hampshire
on the losing end. The score after the
last gun was fired was 49 1-2 to 67 1-2.
The weather conditions were very
unfavorable for a meet there being a
cold raw wind all the afternoon.. One.
of the noticeable features of the meet
was the condition of the Bates men.
Every Bates man, almost without
exception, finished apparently none the
worse for wear. This was due to the
fact that up to date Bates has had six
interclass track meets and one dual
meet. New Hampshire has had no
meet before this one and the men have
had only 2 1-2 weeks training. H ow 
ever, compared with some of the other
meets held on the same day, the times
and distances made b y the N ew Ham p
shire men were very good. Trinity
and W orcester Tech. met last Saturday
and very few of their marks were as
good as N ew Hampshire’s.
The way the men have been showing
up this week in the intercom pany meet
indicates that many of them have missed
their calling. For instance one man
who has been doing fairly well in the
pole vault is showing up fine in the high
jum p and fairly well in the shot-put.
As the coach this season is a stranger
to the college, he has no way of telling
what each man is suited for, except
to w atch him as the season progresses.
THREE FIRST PLACES.

Only three men won first place for
N ew Hampshire; Brill, ’ 18 in the pole
vault, Huse, ’ 18 in the hammer throw,
and Fettee, ’ 16 in the high jump.
Fettee also got third in the low hurdles
which made him tied with two others
for the heaviest point getters, each
having six points to his credit. Brill
and Huse were next with five points
apiece. Brill was the only man to
make his letters for the first time.
THE SUMMARY.

100 yd. dash— won b y Small, Bates;
2nd W ard, N . H .; 3rd Ross, N . H.
Tim e 10 3-5 sec.
880 yd. run— won by Mansfield,
Bates; 2nd W entworth, N . H .; 3rd
Clark, N . H .; Tim e 2 min 10 2-5 sec.
High jum p— won b y Pettee, N . H .;
2nd Rollins, N . H .; Stevens of N . H.
and Stinson of Bates tied for 3rd place.
Height 5 feet 4 1-2 inches.
120 yd, Hurdle— won b y Quimby,
Bates; 2nd B oy d Bates; 3rd Hewey,
N . H. Tim e 18 1-5 sec.
16 pound Shot P ut— won b y D eW eaver, Bates; 2nd Bugbee, N . H .; 3rd W adleigh, N . H. Distance 36 feet.
220 yd. Dash— won b y Small, Bates;
2nd W ard, N . H .; 3rd Ross, N . H.
Tim e 23 1-5 see.
Pole Vault— w on b y Brill, N . H .;
2nd Drew, Bates; 3rd Hurd, N . H.
Height 10 feet 1 inch.
One M ile Run—-won b y Lane, Bates;
2nd D oe, Bates; 3rd W hittemore, N . H.
Tim e 4 min. 51 2-5 sec.
Broad Jump— won b y Keany, Bates;
2nd Degnan, N . H .; 3rd C. W . Davis,
N . H . Distance 21.5 feet.
440 yd. Run— won b y Conners, Bates
2nd Lawrence, Bates; 3rd Mansfield,
Bztes. Tim e 55 1-5 sec.
220 yd. Hurdles— w on b y Quimby,
Bates; 2nd Hewey, N . H .; 3rd Pettee,
N . H. Tim e 27 4-5 sec.
16 pound Ham mer Throw — won by
Huse, N . H .; 2nd Bugbee, N . H .; 3rd
Quimby, Bates. Distance 108 feet
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TWO YEAR 1915 CLASS
GRADUATION EXERCISES

TEXT OF TALK BY
INTERSCHOLASTIC
GOVERNOR SPAULDING
PRIZE READING

Professor J. W . Sanborn to Make ^Address
— Sixteen to Receive Certificates—
GIVEN A T THE ALUM NI BANQUET IN
Reception Follows at President’s
BOSTON, APRIL 1 0 .

The graduation exercises of the 1C 15
tw o-year class will take place V ednesday afternoon, M a y 19, at 2.30 in
Thom pson Hall. The regular activities
of the college will be suspended for the
afternoon that all m ay attend who
wish. Sixteen will receive their certifi
cates.
Professor J. W . Sanborn of Gilmanton will deliver an address to the class
upon the subject: “ Y our Obligations
And Opportunities.”
A paper will be presented b y George
A. Runnals, and the class history read
b y G. W . Hazen. The college orchestra
will be in attendance.
A t 4.00 a reception to the graduates
and their friends will be held at Fresident Fairchild’s home.
LIEUTENAN T AND MRS. SUTHERLAND
ENTERTAIN MAY PARTY.

Lieutenant and M rs. Sutherland enter
tained a dozen of her friends Saturday
evening, M a y 1, at an informal musical.
M usic was enjoyed the first part of the
evening and M a y baskets of flowers
presented to the women. Refreshments
were served,follow ed b y a social hour,
after which the party broke up. Those
present were; Misses M arion Chase,
M artha Hoitt, Caroline H oitt, Goldie
Basch, Julia Roberts, and Messsrs
Charles Fettee, John Thompson, Ber
nard Dwight, Charles Weigel, Fred
M anter, D onald Fibby, Vance Batche
lor.
Pi ALPHA

PH! SORORITY HOLD
ENJOYABLE MAY

ELECTION OF OFFICERS HELD
BY NEW HAMPSHIRE

BOARD.

A t the last meeting of the New
Hampshire board election of officers
for the com ing year was held. W . E.
Howard, Jr., ’ 16, of Belmont, N . H.,
was elected managing editor and V. H.
Smith, ’ 16 of Hudson, N. H., business
manager.
The vacancy in the position of as
sistant news editor was filled b y the
election of E. F. Cutts, ’ 17, of M anches
ter, while the position of editorial
writer is to be held b y E. L. Blake ’ 16
of Durham. S. W . D yer, ’ 16, of Law
rence, Mass., was elected alumni editor.
SPRUCE AND PINE PLANTINGS
BY FORESTRY DEPARTMENT.

The Forestry Departm ent has planted
three acres to Scotch pine in D avis Park,
Lee, which was given to the college sev
eral years ago. Plantings of Norway
pine, Scotch pine and N orw ay spruce
have also been made in the old pasture
adjoining the one bordering the south
end of the college woods.
MANY APPLICATIONS FOR
PHYSICAL DIRECTOR POSITION.

5 1-2 inches.
The faculty athletic com m ittee has
T w o M ile Run— won b y Lane, Bates; been receiving many applications for
2nd D oe, Bates; 3rd Paulsen, N . H. the position of physical director, and
Tim e 14 min. 2 sec.
general coach. An effort is being made
to secure a man who is prim arily an
expert in football, who is skilled in
High class motion pictures and vaude gymnasium work and is com petent to
coach basket ball, track and baseball.
ville at Lyric.

THE A N N U A L CONTEST TA KE S PLACE
ITONIGHT IN THOM PSON HALL.

STATE NEEDS N. H. GRADUATES OVER 30 ENTERED BY SCHOOLS
Says Legislators and People of State A p Eleven More Entries Than Last Year—
Judges Announced— Prizes of Five
preciate W ork College is D oing-Friendly
and Ten Dollars Each.
Attitude Bound to Grow.

The full text of the speech made by
Governor Spaulding of N ew Hampshire
at the Alum ni Banquet held in Boston,
April 10, has been secured and is printed
below.
M r. President and Other Alumni of the
N ew Hampshire College:
H ow pleasant is Saturday night when
w e’ve w orked all the week for the state—and then been rewarded with a holiday
evening as enjoyable as this one.
I am very glad to be able to be here
tonight, in acceptance of your kind in
vitation, and to tell you that the people
of N ew Hampshire are proud of their
State College; that the Governor of the
State is proud to be an ex officio member
o f your board of trustees.
I bring to you tonight a brief message
of congratulation, appreciation, and, I
hope, inspiration.
I congratulate you on the splendid
condition at present, and the bright
prospects for the future, of your College
at Durham.

Credit Due President Fairchild.
Y ou have there, in D octor Fairchild,
one of the most able, devoted, hard
working and successful college presidents
in this country.

I see that you know him as well as I
do, and that your opinion of him is the
DANCE. same as mine.

Pi Alpha Phi Sorority held a most
enjoyable dance in Grange Hall, Friday
evening, April 30. M r. and M rs. Faton
and M rs. Byron were the patron and
patronesses. The hall was transformed
into a Spring garden of apple blossoms
and wistaria, with a maypole in the
center. Boxes of candy were the feature
of the favor dance; refreshments were
harlequin ice cream, wafers, and punch.
W ard, Langley and Ross furnished
music.
The guests were Messrs, Young,
Cram, H obbs, Reed, Fernald, Parnell,
Robinson, W atson, M eserve, Fogg,
Chase, Hurd and M organ.

F m ce

He can tell you much better than I
can of the situation at D urham ; of the
strong faculty, the excellent equipment,
the bright, growing, enthusiastic student
b o d y ; and the fine work the boys and
girls are doing in securing a Useful and
practical, and ar the same time, a wellrounded education.

The annual interscholastic prize read
ing contest will take place this evening
in Thom pson Hall at 8 P. M . Four
prizes have been offered by the New
Hampshire College Alum ni association;
tw o of ten and five dollars each for the
boys, and two prizes of ten and five
dollars each for the girls. The judges
this year will be as follows: M rs. Ralph
D . 1 aine of D urham ; 1 rofessor Clyde
Swan of Am esbury, M ass., and M r. Al
fred E. Richards of Hartford, Conn.
This year there is an increase of eleven
contestants over the number of com 
petitors last year.
CONTESTANTS.

The names of the contestants and
the schools they represent are as fol
lows:
Arlington High, Anna Hooker,
illiam Severance; Brewster Ire e A cad
emy, R uth M adeline Barnes, James
P ercy Gibbs, Charles Ivan McxXall,
Clara Frances W hitner; D over High,
Edward D . Sullivan; Dum mer Aca
demy, Edward S. D odge; M anchester
High, John L. Sullivan; ISewburyport
High, M ary Cashman, R oy Chase,
Carolyn Glen, Helen i\olan, Samuel
Stratton, Anthony Tow le; Fembroke
Academ y, W alter Fremont Cheney,
Leonora M . Cofran, Julietta Hart
Farnum, Ruth Barnwell M cFadden;
Pittsfield High, Pauline Hall, Carroll
Hill, Olive Potter, W aldo Potter, Rena
Sanborn; Rochester High,
Wallace
W right; Sanborn Seminary, Arthur
Butler Brown, Elinor Bryant Flower,
M ary Elizabeth M cCartney, Doris
Lenora N ye, Elbridge Lester Shaw,
Ruth Stevens; Warner High school,
Herman Foerster.
M usic will be furnished thru the
courtesy of the New Hampshire College
Orchestra,fand the ushers will be young
ladies of the college.
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TENNIS TODRNAMENT
IN FOLL PROGRESS
Three Matches Played Daily— Over Thirty
Entries— Summary of First Two
Day’s Play.

The tennis tournament conducted
under the auspices of the newlv or
ganized tennis asociation is well under
way, 'with tw enty-four entries in the
singles and eight in the doubles. Three
matches are being played each after
noon, and it is expected that in a few
days now a fourth court will be avail
able thus making it possible to run four
matches daily. It is the plan of the
com m ittee in charge to finish the play in
singles before beginning the doubles.
W ith favorable weather conditions the
play in doubles should start at the lat
est, M onday, M a y 17, and be finished
during the same week. This will allow
the team which will go to Connecticut
at least a week’s practice.
M uch enthusiasm and interest is be
ing shown in the tournament not only
by the contestants themselves but by
the college as a whole.
THE SUMMARY:

The summary of the matches up to
the time of going to press is as follows:
M onday, M ay 3.
R . L. Nelson won from E. L. San
born, 6-3; 18-16.
W . J. Nelson won from E. N . Sanders,
6-4; 6-0.
Tuesday, M a y 4.
R . H. Sawyer won from C. H. Co
born, 6-4; 6-3.
P. B . Badger won from J. A. Sussman, 6-1; 6-2.
E.
C. Fisher won from J. F. Thom p
son, 6-3; 6-4.
SECOND PARTY OF YEAR
HELD AT BALLARD HALL.

Ballard Hall was the scene of a most
successful dance on Saturday evening.
The dance hall was charmingly decor
ated with wistaria and apple blossoms
and the matrons, M rs. Fairchild, Mrs.
D eM eritt, and Miss Stanley were seated
in an arbor of wistaria. M r. W ard
furnished the music, and at intermission
maple walnut ice cream, wafers and
grape nectar were served. The guests
were Messrs Buffum , Sherrer, Paulson,
Degnan, Bugbee, Temple, Colom y,
Hadley, Blatchford, Hurd,
Cutts,
Langley, Bartlett, Grant, Hall, Lane,
THESES.
Learmonth, Bennett and Russell.

He can tell you, also, of the excellent
beginning that has been made in ex
tension work; in taking to the farms,
to the shops, and to the homes of the
state, the benefits of the work done, PARTIAL LIST ANNOUNCED OF
SUBJECTS OF SENIOR
the experiments made, the facts learned,
at Durham.
A partial list of the thesis subjects of
I congratulate you, N ew Hampshire
the seniors has been obtained and is as ALICE J. HOITT ’15 ENGAGED
College graduates, because, to the honor
TO RUSSELL W. GARLAND '14.
able past history of your institution, follow s:
R . E. Haines, ‘ A Com plete Pre
there is being added, every day, an en
M r. and M rs. George G. H oitt an
paratory School Course in M anual
viable record of growth and achieve
nounced the engagement of their
Training.’ ’
ment.
C. W . Davis “ The Reduction of Lead daughter, Alice Joanna, of the class of
I would like to send to the under
1915, to Russell W hite Garland ’ 14, at
Sulphate in Aqueous Solutions.”
graduates of N ew Hampshire College
F. D . Bronson, “ ! resent Condition an informal dinner party, M onday even
a message of congratulation upon the
of W hite Line Lands l i v e Cr M ore ing, M ay 3. The guests were Misses
splendid opportunity which the state
Plumer, M urphy, Hopkins, W aldron,
Years After Cutting.’ ’
has given them at Durham ; an opportu
L. F. Brown, ‘ ‘A Comparison C f Cost Nash and M arston of Durham, M iss
nity of which, I am sure, they are mak of Froducing M ilk From Cows Calving Helen Hayes of D over and M iss M abel
ing the most.
Perkins of Jacksonville, Florida.
In The Fall, And In The Spring.”
And, finally, I congratulate myself,
B.
G. Cdiorne, “ The M ethods Cf In
as representing the state, upon the ex ternational Arbitral Iroced u e.”
cellence of this institution; which bears
J. S. Flliott, “ The Relation Cf D airy APRIL WEATHER PROVES TO
BE GENU INE RECORD B R EA K ER .
the state’ s name and does the state’s ing T o The Florists’ Business.”
service in the advanced technical educa
J.
F.
T hom pson,
“ History
April has not lagged very far behind
tion of its youth.
Of The Developm ent of the Electric
Furnace W ith The Construction Of A its immediate predecessors in iving us
PROOF OF REGARD.
interesting weather conditions. The
Furnace A t the Faboratorv.”
These words of congratulation have
most noticeable feature in the monthly
been, largely, words of appreciation,
report
on the temperature on April 26,
also; but I can add to them a concrete THE NEW HAMPSH RE AND THE
which reached a maximum of 84 de
ALUMNI
ASS0C!AT[0N
CO-OPERATE.
expression of the regard in which the
grees, thus breaking all previous records
N ew Hampshire College is held by re
on that day of the year. The sultry
A
t
the
last
meeting
of
the
K
ew
porting to you the special appropriation
condition of the atmosphere and the
of $172,000. b y the present legislature Hampshire Board, upon recom menda
business-like way in which the ther
tion
of
L
rofessor
C.
F.
Hewitt,
it
was
of our state, for the benefit of the insti
mometer began to climb the next morn
tution, and to accom m odate, in part, voted to make an arrangement with the
ing promised another record-breaking
N
ew
Hampshire
College
Alum
ni
as
its growth.
day, but with a change in the direction
sociation so that it would be possible for
This is far from meeting all the needs
of the wind the temperature dropped 24
an alumnus to get ‘ ‘The j> ew Ham p
of the college; and I wish th a t a much
degrees in less than that number of
shire,” for one year including the
larger sum might have been appropri
minutes.
alumni dues for $1.50 per year, seventyated in order that wise and sufficient
W hile the rainfall was only 1 inch
five cents, going to the Alum ni Associa
provision could be made, not only for
below the normal, it came in such small
tion and seventy-five cents to “ The > ew
the demands of today, but fof-tho^e of
amounts that a large percent evaporated
Hampshire.”
This proposition will be
tom orrow as well. This is, howe^fer,
before reaching the plant roots. The
presented at the annual meeting of the
a time of necessary retrenchment and
exceptionally dry condition
of the
Alum ni Association which will be held
close calculation in our state finances;
ground, due to the absence of soaking
commencement week. It is thought
and it is a source o f gratification to me
spring rains was relieved only b y the
that this arrangement will be most ac
that our legislators were able to deal
storm on the 30th.
ceptable
to
the
members
of
the
alumni.
Continued on page 4.
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formal appeared than the previous ones.
T o see the men asking the girls them
selves for dances was a treat. It made
O ffic ia l Q bgan o f
the thing appear like a gathering of la
T he
N e w H a m p s h i r e C o l l e g e dies and gentlemen rather than a bunch
Published Weekly by the Studentsof jockeys swapping horses. There is
just one other reform needed and that
is the removal of that receiving line.
NEW S DEPARTM ENT
Managing Editor W e want the chaperons, but we want
W. J. NELSON, ’ 16
News Editor them looking at things with us rather
W. E. HOWARD, JR., ’ 16
Assistant News Editor than looking at things through us.
E. F. GUTTS, ’ 17
E. L. BLAKE, ’ 16
S. W . DYE R, ’ 16
R. W. HUSE, ’ 18
M ARY F. MURPHY, '15
H. F. JENKINS, ’ 17
R. E. CAME, ’ 15
A. E. BARTLETT, ’ 15
P. S. W ARD,, ’ 16
A. J. CONNOR, ’ 17
A. S. BURLEIGH, ’ 17
R . L. DAME, ’ 18
H. W . DEGNAN, ’ 17
W. H, JEFFERS, ’ 18,
V. W. BATCHELOR, ’ 17
H, C. MAIN, Special

Editorial Writer
Alumni Editor
Athletic Editor
Society Editor
Exchange Editor
Reporters

keep it or do we wish to compel the in
stallation of a system of fines. This is
the crucial time to decide. If we do
wish to keep a system which is liberal
and fair and easy then let us be square
■with it. If we do not, then all we have
to do is what we are now doing.
W. E. CHAMBERLAIN MAKES
A REPLY 10 “ A. A. WADSWORTH.”

Desks!

Desks!

You would hardly expect to find 75 Desks
in one store within 4 1-2 miles o f Durham,
but by actual count we have more than that
number

In your recent criticism of m y talk on
the subject ‘Through a glass darkly’ ’
you are evidently a believer in ‘ ‘H itch
T o make the opera Iolanthe a suc ing your wagon to a star’ ’ which is all
cess; to make the hit that it ought to well and good. However, you should
be; to uphold our reputation and to not lose your way am ong the clouds,
please the people who will hear the the ultimate result of which can on ly be
opera;— those are the present aims of a quick and sudden return to earth.
the Glee Club. And to do those things
Regardless of what ought to be, let
there should be a chorus of at least us consider things as they actually are.
twenty-five girls and forty men. The It has always seemed to me that the
material is here and it should make it Y . M . C. A. should be the most repre
Also a full line of Chairs to match all Desks.
self available. There is a good time, sentative bod y of any group in college,
B U SIN ESS D E P A R T M E N T
Prices Right.
Goods Right.
Terms Easy.
some valuable experience, some honor, and that as such with the watchword of
Business Manager
R. C. GRAHAM, M7
some
genuine
pleasure
and
some
work
“
Service”
it
should
be
ready
to
fill
in
Ass’t Business Manager
V. H. SMITH, ’ 16
in it for those who will come out. Come any niches in college life which may
J. G. HADLEY, ’ 16
F. I. ORDW AY, JR., ’ 18
out, everybody who can sing at all, need attention, as for example, publicity
and see how it feels to hear an opera work, newspaper write-ups of games
Faculty Adviser from the farther side of the footlights. and the like.
H. H. SGUDDER,
Owing to the fact that in
Faculty Bus. Mgs.
PROF. C. E. HEWITT,
the past we have had no physical di
CHEERING VERSUS KIDDING.
rector there has been an excellent op
SI.00 Per Year
Subscription prlae,
portunity for the formation of ‘ ‘physical
Dover, N. H.
Slagle Copies 5 Cents.
W e pay a quarter, a half dollar or one im provem ent” classes; also owing to
Subscription checks made'payable to Tus New dollar for a ticket to an ordinary base the fact that N ew Hampshire College
H a m p s h i r e , Durham, N. H.
ball game. This ticket entitles us to has no outing club there has existed a
Subscribers not receiving copy will please notify
see two teams play a game of baseball, splendid chance for the Y. M . C. A.
the Business Manager at once.
organize various walking trips.
Entered as second-class matter October 30, 1914, thereby earning for the individual mem to
at the post-office at Durham, New Hampshire un bers of those teams or for their organi These are things which com e in touch
der the of March 3,1878,
Special arrangements made for ladies and
zations certain remunerations.
In with the entire student bod y and cause For good, wholesome exercise.
private
parties.
Daily
prizes.
Ice
cold Tonics always on hand.
cidentally the ticket gives us the privi them to have confidence in the Y . M . C.
D u b h a m , N. H., M a y 7 1915 lege, fancied or otherwise, of roasting, A. From the attendance at the meet
kidding or vituperating the players of ings and the condition of the treasury it
either side, the umpire, the scorer, the is very evident that this confidence or in
NOTICE.
managers or the people who sit next us; terest is lacking here in New H am p
On account of the time elapsed since and we use or abuse this privilege to the shire College.
If the above be true there must be a
the last issue of the New Hampshire, limit.
The possession of our Athletic Asso reason and one hears various explana
it was considered advisable to enlarge
D ealers In
ciation tickets entitles us to go to the tions which seem to fall down under
the present issue to six pages.
games in which the college team plays analysis.
“ M en in Y. M . C. A. work are not
All those who desire to try out for and root for our team. R ooting for our
the position of Society Editor on The team does not include a continuous dis men of high caliber,” “ N ot the right
New Hampshire for next year, should play of wit directed at the opposing men at the head of the w ork,” “ M en
hand in their name to the News Editor team or at one or two players on the op not sincere in their w ork.’ ’ “ Y . M .
posing team, nor does it include a C. A . run b y certain fraternity,’ ’ while
at once,
senseless railing at the umpire.
all this m ay have been true several years
DURHAM, N. H.
It is supposed that the effect of a con ago I do not believe they will hold to
NOTICE.
tinuous and enthusiastic rooting is to in day. Hence there must be some deeper
Those who have not paid their sub cite men to surpass themselves in reasons why the Y . M . C. A. does not
scription to “ The New Hampshire” moments of stress in athletic contests, receive the popular support. Every
are urged to do so at once. In order to and that is the basic idea of the cheer man in college will admit that the or
close the year with all tills paid, in- ing which has become so much a part ganization is a good thing. However,
eluding the old debt, it will be necessary o f college athletics. The insistent de it is also a notorious fact tfiat, college
to have all subscriptions paid. Please mand by a bod y of strong-lunged men Y . M . C. A. work as a whole and the Y.
see the business manager at an early for the team to do something stirs the M . C. A. Sunday service fails to interest
blood and nerves of the team members to the student so that he neither supports
date.
great things.
them with his presence nor his pocketBut we do not stir up our ball players book.
NOTICE TO ALUMNI.
to make hits b y trying to get the op
The real reason I believe to be purely
D o you en joy the alumni column? posing third baseman’s goat or b y kid psychological. Let us consider the 444 Central Avenue,
Dover, N. H.
If so, will you send in an item in regard ding each man as he comes to the plate. student bod y of N ew Hampshire Col
to yourself for the next issue of ‘ ‘The W e are not thus helping our team but we lege. For the most part it is made up
of men from farms and the small towns
N ew Hampshire.”
Address same to are helping defeat it.
If you want our team to win, spend of the state. In such localities it is of
the alumni editor. In order to have
an alumni colum n filled each week, it your efforts in encouraging it. Save ten the custom for the entire fam ily t’o
will be necessary for every alumnus to the acid in your system to be poured attend service on Sunday, so that from
out on teams whose members are paid early childhood the Freshman goes to
send in items of news weekly.
O pposite P o st Offiee, D ov er.
to disregard the poor sportsmanship of church. In early childhood he can
spectators.
in no w ay understand what the sermon
EDITORIALS.
All the new style
is about and yet the child must sit
shoes, at cut prices,
OUR CUT SYS! EM.
through it, perfectly quiet for a period
you can save money by buying here.
varying from an hour to an hour and
B l a c k Neckties.
Come in and be convinced.
About once every tw o years a new half. This is scarcely a normal thing
cut system is put in operation here. for a healthy child to do. Meanwhile
M ore W atered Gasoline.
Dover.
Some succeeded fairly well and others impressions are being form ed in the 135 Sixth Street,
446 Centrel Ave.,
Dover, N. H .
Telephone
362-W
not
so
well,
but
none
of
them
have
last
child’s
mind
which
tends
to
a
dislike
to
ADVERTISING.
ed a very long time. K ow these sys going through the same uncomfortable
One of the best means we have of ad tems have all been replicas of system? performance on the next Sunday, ad
vertising our college is thru deputation which have worked well in other places, infinitum.
W e know that the country has long
trips. The sending of N ew Hampshire and the fact that they have not w orked
All the New Styles.
men to the more distant parts of the well here shows on the face of it that been a ‘ ‘stamping ground’ ’ for young
Views, Groups, Etc., Special Rates
ministers to ‘ ‘try ou t’ ’ in, and old
for Class Work.
state brings us into contact 'with many there is something wrong.
The trouble must be located and the ministers to die in, and the country has Teams at all trains.
Private Hacking 412 Central Ave.,
Dover
young people who may be attracted to
blame placed somewhere. In this ease suffered accordingly. There were form 
Durham. On with the good work!
it seems as if we must lay the fault at erly no ministers trained for real coun
Dr. W. W. Hayes. Dr. E. A. Shorcy,
our own doorstep rather than with the try work, and as a consequence those
TRAINING.
faculty. W e are fond of blaming the who remained in the country were men
There has never been a time in the faculty for all our misfortunes, and per who were w oefully inefficient. M an y
history of N ew Hampshire College haps we are right; but we will have to of these were of the same type as the
Strafford Banks B’ld’g.
Tel. 61-1
when a training system has been suc be granted that the faculty has done man who had the vision and saw the
cessful. The conditions made success it’s part nobly toward observing the letters “ P. C .” in the heavens. He at
The work I have done for the dif
once concluded the significance to be
practically impossible. Success might spirit of the rules of the present system.
ferent
fraternities has always pleased
have been possible however if every man
W e have not done so well because, as “ Preach Christ,” when the work for
which
he
was
really
fitted
was
‘
‘Pick
H
A
R R Y
E . HODGDON
had been responsible and faithful.
we all know, our cuts are not always
Training is absolutely essential if necessary. Particularly does it seem ing Chickens.”
P R IN T E R
Boston, Mass.
Until quite recently, the church has 92 State St.,
men are to do their best work. This that the wholesale using up of cuts just
101
Central
Ave.,
Dover, N. H.
does not mean a special place to eat before or after a vacation is not only un failed to recognize religion as a science.
Another
factor
tending
toward
in
and a special brand of food, necessari tied but also foolish and useless. In a
W e Make a Specialty of
ly. B ut it does mean in our case, that very few cases it is necessary to stay efficiency in the ministry and having its
men out for teams should get a proper over a day or to go home a day early. indirect effect on the country b oy is the
amount of sleep and wholesome food. In the m ajority of cases, however, the starvation wage. The average salary
S T U D E N T S ’ C LO TH ES.
T h ey should not smoke or drink. idea is simply to get a few extra days of all the ministers in the United States
is $663.00. It is safe to assume that
They should not go to D over nights, vacation.
there are more receiving under $600.00
especially nights just before a game or a
29-31 Broadway,
Dover, N. H.
N o matter how long a vacation is
meet. Th ey should regulate themselves som ebody always stretches it a little. than over that amount. The result is
and control themselves and train— The result, when a hundred or a hundred that every year we are having an in
creasing number of em pty churches in Pianos, Sewing Machines, Phonographs
themselves.
and fifty-somebodies do the same thing,
PIANOS TO RENT
the country. A ll of which exerts an in
is demoralizing in the extreme as can
fluence, for when the country b oy be
THAT INFORMAL INFORMAL.
easily be seen by looking at the class
comes the youth he still goes to church
work at the end of a vacation.
Established 1873.
Incorporated 1904
with the entire fam ily, but the ser
N o one, who did not see it, would
Telephone Connection.
The present cut system is the best
mons he hears in the church from the
imagine how much nicer the last in- one we have ever had. D o we wish to
Dover,
New Hampshire.
Continued on Page 3.
SINGERS WANTED.

Roll Top Desks, Typewriter^Desks,

Flat Top Desks, Students’ Desks,

Ladies’ Desks, Children’s Desks.

E. Morrill FurnitureCo.
VISIT THE IDEAL BOWLING ALLEYS,

T, W . SC H O O N M A K E R

COM PANY.

S. RUNLETT & COMPANY,

Groceries and Provisions,

Cigars, Cigarettes and Chocolates.

Special Suits, Coats and Millinery.
Special Measurements Taken to Order.

LANGMAID’S,

ORPHEUn THEATRE

Pictures

and

Vaudeville

Page Engraving Co., Fall Shoes
Halftones, Line Cuts, Etc.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

F. P. MORRISON

H A R R Y MELNICK

F. H. BURGESS,
Photographer.

JOBBING AND EXPRESSING

DENTISTS

The
-American Agricultural Chemical Company.

Cleaning and Pressing

RADNOR

Sussman’s Dye House,

THE J. E. LOTHROP PIANO CO.

.THE N E W

A

r r o w
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BASEBALL.

NEW HAMPSHIRE WINS
3 GAMES, LOSES 4
Norwich Humbled 1 2 to 1— Connecticut
Only Team Beaten in Spring Trip—
M assachusetts Game Close.

In a game that proved more of a bat
ting fest than anything else N ew Ham p
shire handed a 12 to 1 defeat to N or
wich University, Thursday, April 29.
New Hampshire was in tip-top form
and the result was merely a little prac
tice in batting and running bases.
Bissell pitched for New Hampshire
and had the visitors at his mercy at all
times. Bishop starred at the bat for
N orwich, securing three of the five hits
and knocking in their only run. E
N ew Hampshire man secured at
one hit and Fernald three. Bingk
Bissell and Hazen brought in runs.

teammate Johnston and
off the field.
The score:
Brown.
ab r
5 0
Campbell, If
M urray, 2b
0 0
4 0
Burbee, 2b
4 0
Johnston, ss
4 1
Babington, 3b
3 2
Andrews, lb
2 0
Jemaie, rf
Ormsby, cf
3 2
2 0
M aguire, c
Cram, p
2 1
2 1
Crowell, p

error, a base on balls and a hit.
game was called at the end of the s(
th to allow the visitors to catch a train.
Norwich.
ab r bh po a e
2 1 0 2 1 1
Keefe, 3b
2 0 1 0 0 1
O’ Neil, cf
4 0 3 7 0 1
Bishop, c
4 0 0 6 1 0
Rogers, lb
3 0 1 0 3 2
Smith, ss
3 0 0 1 0 0
Anderson, rf
1 0 0 1 0 0
Sleeper, If
3 9 9 1 2 0
Adams, 2b
3 0 0 0 1 0
Green, p
25 1 5 18
New Hampshire.
ab r bh po
4 2 1 3
Broderick, ss
4 2 3 0
Fernald, cf
3 0 1 5
Welsh, c
2 3 1 1
Brackett, 3b
4 2 2 1
Bissell, p
4 1 2 0
Hazen, 2b
3 1 1 10
Cram, lb
4 1 1 1
Irvine, If
4 0 2 0
Humiston, rf

a
1
0
1
0
4
4
0
0
0

e
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

32 12 14 21 10 2
Innings
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
N orw ich
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1
N. H
1 6 0 3 2 0 x — 12
Earned runs N . H ., 8; 2 base hits,
Welsh, Brackett, Hazen; first base on
balls; off Bissell 6, off Green 4; struck
out b y Bissell 6, b y Green 4; wild pitch,
Green; left on bases, N . H., 7. N or
wich 9; double play, Bissell to Broderick;
umpire, Quitan; time 1 hour, 50 min.
M A IN E GAME.

April 16, the first home game of the
season was played with the University
of M aine as the opponent. The score
was very close throughout the game.
Humiston pitched good ball but the
heavy hitting M aine team was too
much. The visitors were able to bunch
their hits when needed.

Lawry, 2b
Pendleton, ss
Haekett, If
Graham, rf
Gilman, lb
Rowe, 3b
Reardon, c
M angan, cf
W elch, p

M aine.
ab r bh po
6 3 4 4
3 1 2 2
5 0 1 1
4 1 0 0
5 0 2 8
5 2 2 2
4 0 1 6
5 1 1 3
2 1 0 1

39 9 13
New Hampshire.
ab r bh
4 0 0
Broderick, ss
4 2 1
Fernald, cf
4 1 1
Bissell, rf
4 2 1
Brackett, 3b
4 00 0
Bissell, 2b
5 0 3
Irvine, If
5 1 2
Welsh, c
4 1 3
Cram, lb
4 0 1
Humiston, p
38
Totals
Innings
M aine
N .H .

7 12

1 2 3 4 5 6
1 0 2 2 0 2
0 1 0 3 1 0

a
1
3
0
0
0
2
1
9
2

bh
0 1
1 0
0 2
0 3
0 1
1 9
1 0
1 0
1 10
0 1
1 0

31 7 6 27 12
N ew Hampshire.
ab >r bh
4 0 1
Broderick, ss
4 0 0
Fernald, cf
4 0 0
Bissell, p
4 0 0
Brackett, 3b
4 1 1
Irvine, If
3 1 2
Welsh, c
2 0 0
M orrill, rf
1 0 0
Humiston, rf
3 0 1
T. Cram, lb
2 0 0
Blatchford, 2b

Innings
Brown
N . H.

32

2

5

CONNECTICUT GAME.

24 7

5

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 x— 6
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0— 2

Earned runs: N. H ., 1, Brown, 2.
T w o base hit, Andrews. Three base
hits: Andrews, R. Cram, W elch. First
base on balls: off Bissel, 4; off Cram, 1.
Struck out by Bissell, 5; b y Cram, 7 in
6 innings, by Crowell 2 in 3 innings.
Left on bases, N . H., 4, Brown, 7.
D ouble plays, R. Cram to Andrews;
Irvine (unassisted.) H it by pitcher,
b y Bissell, M urray; by Cram, Blatchford. Tim e 1 hr., 30 min.

TRINITY GAME.

N ew Hampshire put up a disgusting
exhibition of base ball in H artford,
Thursday and was defeated 9 to 0.
The cold and wind made the team slow.
Paulsen was hit hard. Gillooley of
Trinity starred.
The score:
Trinity.
ab t bh po a e
5 1 1 4 3 0
M urray, ss
3 3 1 2 1 0
M cK a y , 2b
4 2 2 0 8 0
Gillooley, 3b
4 0 2 4 0 0
Carpenter, c
4 0 2 0 2 0
Deming, p
2 1 1 0 0 0
Lambert, rf
3 1 0 1 0 0
Brandt, If
4 0 2 0 0 1
Smith, cf
2 1 0 16 1 0
Shelley, lb
1 0 0 0 0 0
*G. Smith
31 9 11 27 15 1
Totals
*Batted by Lambert in the eighth.
New Hampshire.
ab r bh
4 0 1
Broderick, ss
3 0 1
Fernald, cf
3 0 0
Welsh, c
4 0 0
Brackett, 3b
4 0 1
Bissell, rf
3 0 1
Irvine, If
4 0 1
Cram, lb
4 0 0
Blatchford, 2b
4 0 0
Paulsen, p

po
0
0
5
3
3
2
8
3
1

a
1
0
4
2
2
0
0
1
3

e
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

e
0
0
0
0
2
33 0 5 24 11 2
Totals
2
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Innings
1 Trinity
1 2 2 0 2 0 0 2 x --9
0
T w o base hit, M urray. Bases on
0 balls, off Paulsen, 7; off Deming, 3.
Struck out, by Paulsen, 4; b y Derning,
27 9 5 4. D ouble play Paulsen to Cram.
Passed ball, Carpenter. Stolen bases,
po a e G illooley, Carpenter, Deming, Shelley,
4 2 1 Lam bert (2). H it by pitched ball, by
1 0 1 Paulsen, G illooley, Brandt. Tim e lh .
1 0 0 50m. Umpire, M cC arthy.
1 1 0
1 3 4
0 0 0 MASSACHUSETTS GAME.
N ew Hampshire lost another game
10 3 1
7 2 2 Friday, April 23, Massachusetts Aggies
2 3 0 turning the trick this time. Humis
ton was in the box for N ew Hampshire,
27 19 9 and pitched a good game. “ T ed ”
Cram led at the bat with a double and a
triple. The score was kept down b y a
7 8 9
1 0 1-- 9 pretty double play by Brackett, Blatch
0 0 2-- 7 ford and Cram in the sixth inning.

BROWN GAME.

N ew Hampshire was defeated by
Brow n on Andrew’s Field, W ednesday,
April 21, b y the score of 6 to 2. Brown
won in the fourth, when three hits, an
error, two bases on balls, and a fielder s
choice netted five runs. N ew H am p
shire’ s two runs came in the seventh.
Irvine singled and W elch followed with
a three bagger, scoring Irvine. W elch
scored on an error b y Burbee. In the
second inning M urray was spiked by his

Massachusetts Aggies.
ab r bh po
3 2 1 3
King, ss
3 0 2 13
Palmer, l b
3 1 1 3
Holden, If
4 0 2 2
Johnson, cf
4 0 0 0
Little, rf
4 0 0 0
Fitzgerald, 2b
3 1 0 0
C. Fernald, 3b
2 0 1 6
Brooks, c
4 0 0 0
Pike, p
Totals

30

4

WORK PROGRESSES RAPIDLY
ON BENCH LATHES.

a
3
0
0
3
1
0
1
3
2

MEMBER BOSTON CHAMBER

e
OF COMMERCE GIVES TALK,
2
0
Last Friday the combined classes in
0 Everything Except Castings Done by the Dairying 54 and 32 listened to an in
0
Students— Foundry Expected to be
structive talk on “ The Econom ic A s
Installed for Use Next Fall.
1
pect of the M ilk Business,” b y M r.
0
John C. Orcutt, secretary of the com 
1
A few weeks ago the junior manual mittee of agriculture of the Boston
1 training students commenced sketch Chamber of Commerce. This organi
0 ing
and dimensioning
the
slide zation includes over 4600 members, of
rest and bed of the 8 inch Ames bench whom 1000 are scattered over the New
35 3 6 24 13 5 lathe in use in the machine shop. This England states.
Totals
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Innings
work has been completed and the tail
In his talk M r. Orcutt sketched the
2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 x - - 4 stock will now be dimensioned prepara development of the milk business from
M . A. C.
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1-- 3 tory to having complete drawings and the building of the first cheese factory
N. H.
Earned runs, Massachusetts. Three blue prints made. Already this has in Massachusetts, 51 years ago to the
3 base hits, King, Cram. Tw o base hits, has been done with the bed and one present day, where enormous capital and
Cram, Blatchford. Sacrifice hits, Fern other principle casting so that the stu talent are employed in the great milk
ald, I aimer, Holder. Struck out by dents in the pattern shop are working plants supplying Boston and other
Humiston, 5; by lik e , 5. fir s t base on the patterns for these parts.
cities with dairy products in a clean,
on balls, off Humiston, 3; off I ike, CASTING DONE EN DOVER.
healthful condition. He also explained
2. Hit by pitcher, C. Fernald. le f t
All of the iron castings to date, have the workings of the milk shipping in
on bases, Massachusetts, 8; N . H ., 7. been made by a com pany in Dover. dustry, and described the methods purStolen bases, Johnson. D ouble play, As this is special work, the cost is es- I sued in determining Chamber of Com Brackett, Blatchford, Cram.
pecially high, besides the students1merce quotations or prices for dairy

Totals

Totals

New Hampshire.
ab r bh po
5 1 0 0
Broderick, ss
Fernald, cf
3 0 1 1
Welsh, c
3 0 0 6
4 0 1 1
Brackett, 3b
4 0 0 1
Bissell, rf
4 0 0 1
Irvine, If
4 1 2 10
Cram, lb
4 0 1 3
Blatchford, 2b
Humiston, p
4. 1 1 1

was carried

a
4
1
0
0
0
2
4.
1
3

e
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1

7 27 15

4

The last game of the trip was marked
by a turning point in N ew Hampshire’s
luck. Bissell had gfeat control, allow
ing only three hits off his delivery, and
shutting out the home team 8 to 0.
“ T ed ” Cram easily led at the bat, se
curing four singles in five trips to the
plate. B oth Brackett and Bissell made
timely hits. Welsh played a fast field
ing
game and ran bases like a big
leaguer.
Connecticut.
ab r bh po a e
4 0 0 3 0 0
Dickinson, cf
4 0 1 4 0 2
Dutton, ss
4 0 1 9 0 0
Seggel, lb
3 0 0 0 0 1
Salsbury, rf
3 0 0 0 2 1
Brown, 3b
2 0 0 1 4 1
Crowley, p
3 0 0 4 0 1
Miller, 2b
3 0 1 3 0 0
Frank, If
3 0 00 3 4 0
Pattee, c
29 0 3 27 10
New Hampshire.
ab r bh po a
5 2 1 1 1
Broderick, ss
6 1 1 1 0
Fernald, cf
6 2 0 14 4
Welsh, c
4 1 2 1 1
Brackett, 3b
4 0 2 0 2
Bissell, p
4 0 1 1 0
Irvine, If
5 0 4 5 0
Cram, lb
4 1 0 4 1
Blatchford, 2b
4 1 1 0 0
Humiston, rf
Totals

6

should have this much needed practise
and knowledge concerning the art of
casting iron. A t the present time, the
mechanical engineering department is
unable to cast iron in its shops because
of lack of facilities. This will undoubt
edly be remedied during the summer
so that New Hampshire College will
have as good a foundry as any school
in the state. This will enable the de
partment to perform all of the opera
tions in the manufacture of the six
bench lathes including necessary heat
treatment. B y completing the missing
link, namely, the foundry, practical
work m ay be done and, better yet, the
work will be much better correlated
than at present.

products. In closing, he laid particular
emphasis upon the need of co-operation among farmers in marketing their
product, and knowledge of the exact
cost of milk produced.

GREATER FACILITIES NEEDED.

DELAY IN SHIPMENT OF THE
LUMBER MAKES BLEACHERS

W ith increasing classes, greater faci
lities must be given the instructors
in foundry, forge, machine and w ood
shops, that they may adequately handle
their classes. This applies not only
to the apparatus and supplies but also
with regards to schedules of classes.
There seems to be plenty of work for
the shops in the making of lathes for
the pattern shop as well as bench lathes
for the machine shop. Besides the
above there are gas engines being built
in the shops and others still in the draft
ing room.

e
2
0
0
0
0
0 SUCCESSFUL DEPUTATION
0
TRIP TO CONWAY BY QUARTET.
1
0
The male quartet consisting of S. G.
Johnson, E. L. Blake, R. A. E night,
43 8 12 27 9 3 and V. A. Ferkins assisted in the meet
Totals
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Innings
ings of the Carroll County Boys, Y . M .
0 0 1 0 1 0 5 1 0- —8 C. A. conference held at Conway, 1 .
N .H .
Earned runs, N. H., 1. Tw o base H., last Saturday and Sunday. In
hits, Broderick, Brackett,
D utton. spite of the weather, the conference
Sacrifice hit, Broderick. Struck out by was a great success and brought to
Bissell, 15; b y Crowley, 1; b y Ander gether about 200 of the young men ard
son, 1. First base on balls, off Crowley, boys of the county.
2; off Anderson, 2; off Bissell, 4. Hit
by pitcher, by Anderson, Bissell. Left
CALENDAR.
on bases, N . H., 12; Conn., 6. Stolen
bases, Welsh, 2; Fernald, Irvine.
Friday M ay 7:— Baseball, N . H., vs
Norwich, at Northfield, Vt.
PRACTICE GAME.
Prize Reading Contest, Thompson
April 27 N ew Hampshire played a
Hall, 8 P. M .
practice game with the Salmon Falls
Saturday, M ay 8:— Baseball, N . H.
M anufacturing C om pan y’s team and
vs W . P. I. at W orcester, Mass.
won 6 to 2. The feature of the game
Interscholastic Track M eet of Second
was playing of Vreeland, who struck out
ary schools, on College Oval, 2 P. M
six men in six innings and brought in
Informal, Gymnasium, 8 P. M .
the only tw o runs his side secured.
M onday, M a y 10:— M eeting of Agri
The game was called in the eighth to
cultural Club, College Club Foom s,
allow the visitors to catch the train.
7.30 P. M .
Innings
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Wednesday,
M ay
12:— Principal
N. H.
1 2 0 3 0 0 0 x— 6
S. F.
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0— 2 Perry of Exeter at Chapel, 1.30 P. M .
Baseball, N . H., vs Lowell Textile,
College Diam ond, 3.15 P. M .
PROFESSOR GROVES NOT TO
Friday, M a y 14:— Casque and Cas
ACCEPT OFFER FROM M. A. C.
ket dance, Gymnasium, 8 P. M .

GOVERNOR SPAULDING APPOINTS
MAY 7 AS ARBOR DAY.

Governor Spaulding has appointed
today, M ay 7, as Arbor D ay. It is
expected that the various educational
institutions of the state wil 1 celebrate
the day in a fitting manner b y planting
as many trees as possible, and the
hearty co-operation of individuals is al
so desired to forward the good work.

WAIT.

Although the college bleachers do
not appear to materialize very fast, as
much has been done b y the construc
tion committee as is possible. The
necessary lumber was ordered in the
middle of April and was expected to
be here some time in vacation. So far,
however, the. lumber has not shown up.
The site for the bleachers has been suryed, and everything is in readiness
to begin work as soon as the lumber
comes.

''rbu never
/;/ .see a tame,
dull-looking

GUYER hat-

look at this <5pringi
m odels ! — -— _

Ham The Hatter

Prof. E. R. Groves has withdrawn
Paramoin'; pictures every Monday
from being considered for the position of
end
Friday at the Lyric.
head of the department of rural socio
logy at the Massachuset ts Agricultural
College. This position for which Pro
fessor Groves was asked to becom e a
candidate b y President Butterfield,
offers at present, one of the largest op
portunities in the field of rural socio
logy. The position is to be filled b y the
A Romantic Comedy in Four Acts,
trustees at their M ay meeting. FroUnder Auspices of the Woman’s
fessor Groves has refused to allow his
League
of New Hampshire College
name to be presented because of his
unwillingness to leave Durham at this
time.

“ M IC E

A N D

M E N .”

CITY OPERA HOUE, DOVER

FIVE MEMBERS OF JUNE0R CLASS
PLEDGED TO SENIOR SKULLS.

The following men of the Junior class
have been pledged by the Senior Skulls:
W illiam H. Barr, Guy W . Chase, W estly
J. Nelson, Harold A. Steele and William
T. Tapley.

Black Box Mystery every Wednes
day and Thursday at the Lyric.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 19th, AT 8 P. M.
SPECIAL TRAIN to Durham, Newmarket and Exeter after
the performance.
Reserved Seats on Sale at College Bookstore, Thompson Hall, and
at Box Office, Dover, May 16.

2 .~ k
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NEW COLLEGE CATALOGUE
HAS MANY QUEER NAMES

|For a Bracer This Spring

Diversity of Enrollment Gives Insight into
Institution from Different Points
of View.

A casual glance at the new college
catalogue shows no D E A R T H of odd
names for a P L A C E so L IT T L E as
Durham. All C R A F T S are repre
sented here from the SC H O O L C R A F T
to the S M IT H S , who number seven.
Although Durham is a no license town
and Newmarket is now dry, we have a
B A R R where one can get F U L L E R
than at any C O N N O R in D over.
For the total abstainers we recom 
mend our L A K E , though a trifle
“ M UDDY”
owing to the recent
FL O O D that C A M E with the F O G G .
In spite of this, however, you must
G R A N T our morals C A N N not be far
from W R IG H T when we have P A R 
SONS, a PO PE, an A B B O T T , and a
L O R D enrolled here. Y ou
would
W A IT E a LO N G while before you
could find anyone who would even
ST E E LE the children’s N IC H O L S ,
and, to save the inmates of this hamlet
from K N O X , we have the only K I D 
D E R under a B O N D to keep the peace.

I

H /a

SPORT

I
1

con T,
A WHITE TROUSER,
A LIVE LEATHER BELT

ps

Bl
fjj
It certainly will put new life into the young or old.
All sizes in
H stock.
II too busy to call, phone us.
W e ’ll do the rest.
Always at
B ways at your command. W e ’re on the square, Opp. The American.

LOTHROPS=FARI\IHAM CO.,

■

i § DOVER,

INFORMAL INFORMAL
Brown Auto and Supply Co.,
GETS GOOD TRY OUT

Tel. 62-8.

F. R. BROWN, Prop.

High Grade Supplies. Ford Re
pairing by a Ford Expert.
FARM INGTON,

N. H

GEORGE N . COOK,
(SuocsMor to Fred H. Foss)

-Fine Stationery.Special for N. H. College.
New Hampshire

Compliments of

Brackett’s Lunch,
Confectionery, Tobaceo, Cigars and
Ice Cream.
Durham, N. H .

GEORGE W . MERRILL

Confectioner.
Strafford Bank Building,

LEIGHTON’S

CAFE!

Special Sunday Dinner.

Leighton’s Barbershop.
N® wait in hi» shop as he always
has chairs enough t® accommodate
the sr®wd.

MISS F. A . JEPSON,
M ILLIN E R Y AND
ART NEEDLEW ORK.
Full line of Royal Society, Persianna
and D. M. C.
Odd Fellows Building-.
97 Washington St.,

Dover.

Rooms t@ Rent.
Fifty of the finest in New Hampshire— Hot
and cold water in eaoh room. Five bath rooms,
•Uctric lights, steam heat. Telephone- 50c, 75c,
SI-00 per day.
CARR CHAMBERS,
124 Washington Street, Opposite P. O.
Dover, N. H.

-Holeproof StockingsGuaranteed for Six Months.

SIX PAIRSIIF0RS$I.50.

W. S. EDGERLY,
New Hampshire.

ANN UAL INITIATION OF NEW
MEMBERS TO CASQUE AND CASKET.

The annual initiation of new members

Notable Increase in Attendance—Singing to Casque and Casket, with the excep
Might Be Improved-—Cards for Nontion of H. A. Seruton, who is to be ini
Dancers Suggested.

tiated later, was held Thursday, April
29 in order that the two-year men enter
before their term closed for the college
year. The initiation was carried out
with the customary hilarity, after
which a banquet was served at the Beta
Phi house. A regular meeting followed
the banquet. The new members are:
Gamma Theta: N . E. Robinson, H.
A. Seruton.
Beta Phi: P. W . Pitch, E. P. Cutts.
K appa Sigma: J. E. Frisbee, R. C.
W iggin.
Theta Chi: W . H. H oyt, R. T. Roberts
Zeta Epsilon Zeta: P. J. Griffin, N .
J. Harriman.
Alpha Tau Alpha: P. A. Tootill,
R. E. Smith.

Friday evening, April 16, the gym 
nasium was the scene of an informal In
formal. The consensus of opinion is
that the dance was as great a success as
could be expected for the first attempt
in attaining the truly informal Informal.
The number in attendance was notably
larger than at other Informals. The
faculty responded to their invitations
w ith enthusiasm, and helped greatly in
making the affair a success. Although
the singing at intermission was en joy
able, the singing during and between
the dances was not all that it should be.
It has been suggested that card tables
be placed along the side of the hall, for
the pleasure of those who do not care
to dance. This scheme will undoubtedly OUR SPRING POET BREAKS LOOSE
find favor with many, and should at
AGAIN AND ATTACKS WEATHER,
least be tried out.

COLLEGE WHISTLE NEARLY
FORGETS TO AWAKEN

US.

Dover

Try Our

Durham,

There are tw o SW A IN S for the one
D A M E , but the B A T C H E L O R is ex
pected to W IN N , although our G A Y
K N IG H T has not given up the C H A SE.
A SL E E P E R is often found in the
G R O V E S around the college as well as
in the class rooms. N ot even Durham
is exempt from the F O R D for there
are tw o here that make the students
D O D G E when they com e dow n the
L A N E ; and our P LIJM E R , B A K E R ,
M IL L E R and S A W Y E R are so con 
scientious that they always W O R K up
Five New England State Colleges Repres to the stroke of the B E L L , as you may
ented at Annual Meeting—W . J. Nelson
have H U R D .

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

IS
m n n m

Dover,

FORDS PREVALENT.

The Order of Dogs has broken loose
again and no one knows where its
wrath m ay strike next. A short time
before our Spring recess began, an un
successful but dastardly raid was made
upon the pride and jo y of our college,
our whistle. Some sheep in w olves’
clothing, with a mind so narrow that
he could not see the jum p in progress
Durham made when a healthy steam
whistle was added to the list of public
nuisances, and with a soul so small that
he could feel no thrill of em otion when
he heard the discordant, rasping, earsplitting shrieks that gladden our hearts
four times daily attacked the whistle
in a most cowardly manner. In the
dead of night the miscreant climbed
upon the roof of the college power house
and by the process of cutting, removed a
longitudinal section of about six feet
from the rope that sets the plaything
in action. Then, to add insult to
injury, he left a note upon the pipe
threatening a visit from the Order of
Dogs, if the whistle continued to blow.
Happily, the vile deed was discovered
before seven o ’clock the next morning
so that we missed none of the pleasing
toots from the whistle. A dire punish
ment awaits the malefactor, or male
factors, if they should becom e known.

SEVE RAL N. H. STUDENTS
TAKE PART IN DOVER

PLAY.

At D over last Friday the ‘ ‘M as
querading W id ow ’ ’ was presented under
the auspices of the Episcopal church.
John H. Rollins, ’ 17, took the title
role, A. L. M urdoch, ’ 15, L. F. Brown
’ 15. and D . W . Libby, ’ 18, also took
parts. The N ew Hampshire College
orchestra played. The attendance was
large and the parts were played in a
most pleasing and satisfactory manner.

Gol ding it fellers, ain’t we queer
critters though? First we kick because
we don ’t get any rain and then when we
get a few buckets full, we rear up and
howl for a pleasant day. W h y don ’t we
do the way the folks do in
Spain?
W hen it rains there, they just let ’er
rain and go puddling around in their
bare feet with an umbrella over their
heads, or, if they don ’t have any um 
brella, they leave it at home and go out
and get their hair wet same’s a dog does
in the country.
All sun and no rain gits rather too
sunny;
All rain and no sun ain’t worth the
m oney;
But some rain and some sun mixed in
together
M akes for us folks, the best kind of
weather.
W hatever the mixture though, don ’t
raise a kick,
But crack out a smile for the weather
you git;
W e can ’t change the weather, an’ its
blame lucky too,
For the kind I like best w ouldn’t ever
suit you.
The Ladies’ Aid gave a M a y break
fast last Saturday m orning from 6.30
to 8 o ’clock. A large num ber of people
were in attendance.
Last
Tuesday, Professor R .
V.
M itchell gave an illustrated lecture on
“ Poultry Conditions in New H am p
shire’ ’ at a meeting of the Ashland
poultrymen.
On April 22, Frofessor Fred Rasmus
sen gave an illustrated lecture on ‘ ‘D en
mark, the Land of the Storks,” in the
Unitarian church, Concord.
Professor Foster spoke before the Al
ton Grange last Tuesday on ‘ ‘Arbor
D a y .”
On Thursday, M ay 27, at 4 P. M .,
examinations will be held for all stud
ents who have been conditioned, or who
have received deferred marks in m od
ern language subjects.

MEETING OF FEDERATION
OF AGRICULTURAL STUDENTS
Elected President of Federation.

IN AGGIE DEPARTMENT.

The annual meeting of the New
England Federation of Agricultural
Students was held April 16 and 17 at
Massachusetts Agricultural College at
Amherst, Mass. Five of the six N ew
England Colleges had delegates present
M aine alone not being represented.
At 9 o ’clock Friday evening the meeting
was called to order and before the session
adjourned at midnight, the rules gov
erning the crops judging, fruit judging,
and fruit packing contests were gone
over, a plan for rotation of officers adopt
ed, and other general matters discussed.
The meeting was continued Saturday
morning from 9 until 10.30 o ’clock.
The principal business was the altering
of the stock judging rules. The heads
of Animal Husbandry Departments
from Massachusetts, M aine, Rhode
Island and Connecticut were present
and offered many valuable suggestions.
After election of officers, the meeting
adjourned. The following officers were
elected: President, W . J. Nelson, who
was N ew Hampshire’s delegate to the
meeting; Vice Fresident, John Hill of
Connecticut State Agricultural College;
Secretary-treasurer, Charles M oses of
Massachusetts Agricultural College.
The next annual meeting will be held
here at N ew Hampshire sometime in
April of next year.

In the agricultural department the
P R IC E of a P E C K of R IC E is M O O R E
than in the W E S T O N states; bu t that
is because it grows W IL D E R here and
one must H U N T for it. The C A S T O R
B E A N flourishes am ong the T H IS T L E
and M O SS of the LO W H IL L S , but a
CR O SS-country W A L K E R need not
fear it in its natural state. The first
S A R G E N T of the second regiment from
P O L A N D holds the K E Y to this C IL L E Y S T O R Y and promises D Y E R con 
sequences if it does not end here.
LAST NUMBE R OF LECTURE
COURSE GIVEN BY S. S. MCCLURE.

The last number of the lecture course
was delivered by S. S. M cC lure in the
gymnasium, April 17. The first part of
the lecture consisted of a brief review of
M r. M cC lure’s early life in the British
Isles and his com ing to America to at
tend college in the middle west. Re
turning to England after his junior
year in college he only succeeded in re
turning to this country b y disobeying
his m other’s commands and working
his way across.
His first work in the literary line was
the editorship of the college newspaper.
Numerous other ventures followed, ac
companied by many failures until at
last he conceived the idea of publishing
a magazine which should deal exclusive
ly with subjects of national importance.
The story of the Standard Oil Co., is one
PATTERNS FOR WOOD TURNING
of these which, although requiring a
LATHE UNDER CONSTRUCTION. great expenditure of money, resulted in
increased profits to M r. M cClure.
The manufacturing spirit appears to
have broken out in the w ood shop be
fore it did in the machine shop.
M r. Philbrick reports that special
students in w ood shop have already de
signed and are now constructing pat
terns for a wood-turning lathe. This
lathe is not copied from any now in the
shop but has been designed especially
for the needs there. A complete set of
standard patterns will be made and kept
on hand so that new machines can be
readily made whenever they are needed.
This work will afford the students
thoroughly practical training in pat
tern making which is what M r. Philbrick desires. Perhaps it is not general
ly known that the drawing tables in
the M echanical Engineering D epart
ment were made in vacation b y students
taking the M echanic arts course for
teachers. That they are well made is
attested b y the fact that they have with
stood the steam heat of the winter
months.
Although the material from which
they were made was bought for a dif
ferent type desk, thereby causing con
siderable waste they were made for a
smaller sum than manufacturers would
have made them.

NEW LOCATION FOR NATURE
BOOKS !N LIBRARY

NO#.

About fifty volumes of the more
popular books on birds, wild flowers,
trees, and flower gardens have been
brought down to shelves near the desk
for the convenience of readers interested.
Am ong them these books are new:
M athew s’ Field book of wild birds and
their m usic; M athew s’ Field book of
American trees and shrubs; M rs. Fran
cis K in g’s The V eil-C onsidered Gar
den; Clutes’ Fern Allies of North
America. Other books lately bought
are: Chamberlain’s Songs of all the
Colleges, Clarke and Dawson, Baseball;
Ross, South of Fanama; Street, Abroad
A t H om e; H ardy, Hand of Ethelberta;
Klockm ann, Cult of the Needle; Bacon,
Rambles R ound Old B oston; Usher,
Pan-Am ericanism ; Burton, H ow T o See
A Play.
M endel’s law forms the basis of an in
teresting experiment at the green house
with tw o varieties of squashes, the
Warren and the Delicious. These varie
ties have been crossed and the second
generation is now growing luxuriantly
in the house devoted to their culture,
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Concluded from Page 2.
finally after he becam e interested,
average country minister has done any show him how he would never becom e
thing but fill him with religious fervor. satisfied to get along without the par
OF THE ALUMNI. So that every time he goes to church he ticular thing which you were selling?
m ay have definite feeling
of un W hich kind of tactics do you imagine
pleasantness. All of these impressions would land the order?
are stored away in what we term the sub
D r. Frank Crane says “ The moral
conscious mind, and in time when these force of yesterday sought to save men
U.
impressions are sufficient in number from hell hereafter, the ethical enthusi
they becom e definite conscious thoughts. asm of today is directed towards saving
Has Charge of Electrical Measurements—
I think you will admit that on enter men from hellishness here. W e are
Stanley Hargraves, 2 Yr. ’0 6 , with
ing college the average student is not more profoundly religious now than
Vermont Experiment Station.
particularly interested in religious mat were men of any previous era. But we
ters. The Freshman, on entering, at are not saving brands from burning;
R obin Beach, ’ 13, is assistant in
tends perhaps one or two Y. M . C. A. we are putting out the fire ’ ’
Electrical Engineering at the Agricul
W ITH A G R E A T M A N Y machines
Sunday meetings, as we have conducted
N ow M r, W adsworth, in m y little
A S TO H O W M U C H C L E A N E R
tural
and M echanical College of Texas,
or im plements used on the farm it
the De Laval skims than any
them in the past.
talk I was simply discussing conditions
doesn’ t make much difference
College Station, Texas, He has all the
other separator, the best evidence
He sits through from five to ten as I have studied them here in the Y .
which o f several makes you buy.
o f this is the well known fa ct that
work in electrical measurements and
minutes
of prayer conducted b y the M . C. A. at N ew Hampshire College,
all other makes w ere discarded by
ONE M A Y G IV E Y O U A little bet
is in charge of freshman class work.
members. It reminds him of the good and as we have neither lepers, nor the
the creamerymen years ago, and
ter or longer service than another,
Laboratory facilities are of the best as
that today 98% o f the cream sep
old days in bleak Decem ber, when lame, halt, and the blind here at college,
but it ’ s m ostly a m atter o f indi
every type of instrument is well repre
arators used in creameries the
vidual preferen ce and often it
D eacon B -------used to go to Thursday I think the arguments in their behalf do
world over are exclusively De
sented.
makes little difference which one
night prayer meetings leaving his poor not apply to the question at hand
If I
L avals.
you choose.
The enrollment in the Agricultural
old horse to shake outside in the meet am correctly informed General Booth
T H E N TH E D E L A V A L IS SO
and M echanical College of Texas is
NOT SO W IT H B U Y IN G a cream
ing house shed, the old blanket half was engaged in Salvation army work,
much better designed and so
separator, h ow ever.
100 students. The college is under
under the horse’s hind feet, while its M ood y in evangelistic work, and Billy
much more substantially built and
strict m ilitary discipline at all times.
runs at so much low er speed than
T H E M OST W A S T E F U L
M Aknees knodked together to the accom  Sunday is chasing the ‘ ‘Alm ighty D ol
During the last Christmas vacation
other separators that it ’ s average
chine on the farm is a cheap, in
paniment of the north wind.
In the lar,” and as none were or are Y . M . C.
life is from 15 to 20 years, as com 
ferior or half-w orn cream separ
‘ ‘B u b’ ’ took a trip to N ew Orleans and mean time the old deacon enters the
A. workers, I fail to see how their
pared with an average life o f
ator.
Florida. A t Tamps he visited with
church and trys to arrange for an agree methods are of interest to us in this dis
from 2 to 5 years fo r other ma
T H E MOST P R O F IT A B L E ma
' “P a” Gale, ’ 13, and “ Jack” Croghan able climate tobe suppliedat some future cussion.
chines .
chine on the farm is a D e Laval
'08. M r. Jones, an instructor in Anim  date, while the horse uses up 67.5%
Very truly yours,
Cream Separator.
TH ER E ARE OTH ER AD VA N T
al Husbandry at New Hampshire last of its digestable nutrients shivering in
W alter Edwin Chamberlain, 1916.
AG ES as well, such as easier
A C R E A M S E P A R A T O R is used
year, is also at College Station.
turning, easier washing, less cost
the evening breeze.
M ay 3, 1915.
tw ice a day, 730 times a year, and
Last year, M r. Beach taught at the
fo r repairs, and the better quality
But let us return to our freshman, he
i f it wastes a little cream every
o f De Laval cream, which, when
University of Illinois. He plans to finds a distinct-churchiness in the Y .
time you use it it ’ s a “ cream
considered in connection with its
take up more graduate work in the M . C. A. service; he finds that the
thief, ’ ’ and an expensive machine
cleaner skimming and greater
even if you g o t it as a g if t .
East in the near future.
prayers he hears do not seem to come
durability, make the De Laval the
best as well as the m ost econom 
from the hearts of the speakers, but are
B U T IF IT SK IM S CLE A N TO
ical cream separator.
F. S. Putney, ’05, is Assistant Fro- really given because it seems to be the
the one or tw o hundredths o f one
per cent, as thousands and thous
fessor of
D airy Husbandry at The custom to give them. These prayers
R E M E M B E R T H A T IF Y O U w ant
7 l W
%
r
ands o f tests with a B abcock
a D e Laval right now there is no
Pennsylvania State College instead of are purely formal in character, the prin
Tester show the D e Laval does,
reason why you should let its first
Professor of Anim al Husbandry as re ciple things being mentioned being the
then it's a cream saver, and the
cost stand in the way, because it
cently stated b y The New Hampshire. 1‘thanks for the beautiful da y ’ ’ and a
most profitable machine or im ple
may be purchased on such liberal
ment on the farm — a real ‘ 'sav
This institution has within the D airy hope that the speaker may do a credit
terms that it will actually pay
ings
bank”
fo r its fortunate
t i l
fo r itself out o f its own savings.
Husbandry Departm ent a herd of 120 able job . The result of all this is that
owner.
head of dairy cattle. They have a new the freshmen does not attend again and
barn, constructed at a cost of $1000, the Y . M . C. A. fails to interest him.
A De Laval catalogue to be had fo r the asking tells m ore
You know when
fu lly why the D e Laval is a “ savings bank” cream sep
which is the best barn for dairy cattle
D o not mistake me for I am a sincere
you start that it
arator, or the local De Laval agent w ill be g lad to ex 
connected with any Agricultural Institu believer in prayer but only at the right
isn’ t going to balk or
plain the many points o f De Laval superiorityI f you
quit on you. It’ s going to
tion in America. Pennsylvania State time and the right place, and that time
don’ t know the nearest local agent, simply w rite the
write right along smoothly and
College is the only institution in which and place is certainly not at a public
nearest De Laval main office as below .
evenly and not keep you watch
the barn and cattle form an integral mass meeting of students whose ages
ing it to see that it’ s doing its
part of the department. Here, as at range from 19 to 23 years. I erbaps
work. Starts at a touch — and
can’ t leak ’ cause it shuts up bot
Cornell, a great popularity for feeding some of our greatest prayers may never
tle-tight. 127 styles $2.50 up.
I
B R O A D W A Y , N E W YORK
2 9 E . M A D IS O N S T ., C H IC A G O
work exists.
be heard b y a human ear. Prayer in
F o r S a le at C o lle g e
50,000 Branches and Local Agencies the W orld Over.
action is the prayer of today!
Bookstores and all
Stanley Hargraves, 2 yr., ’06, is now
D on ’t you see M r. W adsworth that
Dealers
connected with the Horticultural D e the Y . M . C. A. was designed to do forms
partment of the Vermont Experimental of work which the church could not well
Station as gardener. M r. Hargreaves undertake and that when the Y. M .
Largest Job Printing Plant in Southern N. H. Estimates on all kinds of Work was first in Springfield, M ass., as fore C. A. tries to ape the work of the
man of the Park Departm ent there. church, it not only weakens the power
A lso Publisher o f F oster’ s Daily D em ocrat and W eekly D em ocrat
AMERICAN FOUNTAIN PEN C O .
Adams, Cushing & Fcsirr, ke^ngr Agenfs
Later he took a trip lasting six months of the church but itsself as well, and
and Enquirer.
O O O D e v o n s iiir^
P o s to n ,
885-387 Central Avenue,
Dover, N. H. to England and then a prospecting trip the result is generally inefficiency?
through Oklahoma and Texas. He
D on ’t you see that the watch word of
This paper was Monotyped at this office.
has been in Verm ont since 1909. He the Y . M . C. A . is ‘ ‘service,’ ’ and that it
is very enthusistic over the advantages does not mean service w holly in one
which the agricultural tw o year course direction? The Y . M . C. A. theory is
of Philadelphia are the largest man
at N ew Hampshire offers.
based on the triangle Spirit, M ind
ufacturers of College Uniform* in the
and
B ody,
and if this be true
H . T , Converse, ’ 10, has resigned his w hy put all this emphasis on the Spirit? United States, and have won and
satisfaction! House party pleasures increased! position as farm foreman in M elrose, W h y not put more stress on the other maintain the business by sheer force
The Canoe
Mass., to accept a tem porary position tw o sides of the triangle M ind and B ody, ef merit.
You Know!
as scientific assistant in D airying in the and the third side will com e as a natural
The Uniforms worn at New
U. S. Civil Service. A t present he is and inevitable result. D id you ever
engaged in field extension work in South know a man with a clean mind and a Hampshire College are Finished
Carolina working up cream routes.
clean bod y who did not possess a clean Examples of o.ur product.
spirit?
The N ew Hampshire men in Pitts
In Y . M . C. A. work occupational
Handsome New Spring Suits, Coats, Dress Skirts, Silk W aists, burgh recently had the pleasure of see
Lingerie Waists, New Dress Fabrics,. New Silks, New Dress ing Professor C. L. Parsons receive the talks b y leaders in business, science,
Trimmings, Laees, Ribbons, Neckwear and W arranted Kid honorary degree of D octor of Chemistry, governm ent and education, and ad
dresses along sociological lines on the
Makers of
Gloves. The largest stock of New Spring Goods in Dover.
which was conferred upon him b y the vital problems of today will accom 
University of Pittsburgh at the dedica plish more to make this world a better
tory exercises of the new M ellon In place to live in, than singing ‘ ‘ I W ant T o
stitute building.
Professor Parsons Be An Angel,’ ’ from now till the Satanic
was form erly the head of the Chemistry regions are frozen over.
Dover,
N.
H.
The Store that sells “Wooltex.”
Departm ent of N ew Hampshire Col
Y ou can’t cram religion down a m an’s
lege and is now chief chemist of the throat because he w on’t swallow, and if
Bureau of Mines.
you wish to interest men in the Spirit
--------side of the triangle you must lead up to 1424-1426 Chestnut St., Philadelphia,
C. E. Bell, 2 yr. ’ 12, is at home with it graduately through the other two
852 CENTRAL AYE., DOVER, N. H.
his father, who has the best pure bred sides.
Home Made Confectionery Made Daily. Fine Chocolates. College herd of Ayrshires in the state.
If you would sell a man a large order
Ices. Delicious Hot Coffee. Ice Cream.,
of goods, which would you do? G o to
H. D . Elkins, 2 yr. ’ 12, has been em him and say ‘ ‘ Y ou need these goods and
ployed as Dairym an and Assistant you must buy them ’ ’ or would you
Buttermaker b y M r. R . W . Swain on find out facts concerning the man, get
the Honorable Warren Brow n Farm in well acquainted with the man, and 110 W ashington St., Dover, N. H
Ham pton Falls until recently when he
accepted a position as official tester of a
The most important factor in the m atter ef dress is the FE E L  Cow Test Association in the vicinity of
Keene.
ING that your clothes are up to date, that they are properly tailored
Huntington A v e., E xeter and Blagden Sts.,
Boston, Mass.

Which will
you buy

a "cream thief’ or a
“ savings bank” Cream
separator.

NEWSY ITEMS

ROBIN BEACH 13 TEACHING
ENGINEERING IN TEXAS

The De Laval Separator Company,
65

GEO. J. FOSTER t? CO., Printers and Publishers

JACOB REED’ S SONS,

“ THE COLLEGE SHOP. ”

For Spring W e Are Showing

Jacob Reed’s Sons

Byron F. Hayes,

“ GOLD MEDAL
UNIFORMS”

KAU LA’S CANDY SHOP,

Get Your College Printiog at

The Marshall Press,

Spring and Summer Clothing

COPLEY SQUARE HOTEL

Style is also a most important element in a spring suit—the Spring
Suit is more closely observed than tnat of any other season.

Adler-Rochester
Suits always look well—they always hold their shape gThey combine style, beautiful tailoring, perfect fitting and long wear th a t’s
why they excell. And they are distinct and individual. Today is
the day to make your selection—the assortment is now eoaaplete.

FRANK W . HANSON,
436-488 Central Avenue,

Dover, N. H.

W . W . Evans, ’08, is now working in
the Research Department of the B. F.
G oodrich Com pany, b y whom he was
formerly em ployed. He is carrying on
some very important work and is meet
ing with excellent success.

President Fairchild recently paid a
visit to M r. and M rs. H. C. H olden in
Pittsburg, Pa.

F. C. Ober, 2 yr. ’ 12, is manager of
D . W hiting & Sons, Certified M ilk
Plant in W ilton. He was previously
employed b y the same concern as tester,
veterinarian, and record keeper.

Headquarters tor College Men W hen in the City.

AMOS H. W H IPPLE, Proprietor.

Strafford National Bank=
DOVER. N. H.

Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent. American Bankers’ Asso
ciation Money Orders for Sale.
10 PER

CENT OFF

TO STUDENTS.

Good Shoes for eollege men are Hurley, Emerson, ^Curtis, and
W. L. Douglas.

ROBERTS B R O T H E R S,
144 Central Avenue,

DOVER,N. H
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EFFICIENCY SURVEY OF
FARMS IN THE STATE

Everywhere
Uniformly Satisfactory

M. C. W ilson of U. S. Department of Agri
culture Making Real Survey of Our
Rural Homes.

If you can ’t make money on your New
Hampshire farm, ask M r. M . C. \\ ilson.
H e’s the trouble finder. If i t ’s in the
cows, in the silage, in the woodlot, or
in the orchard, he’ll spot it, and tell
you how to plug the leak. M r. \\ ilson
is the farm efficiency man, and he is the
greatest discoverer of what’s the matter,
that ever wandered into these parts.
He has just come from ( rleans county,
Vermont, where he has completed a
farm efficiency survey. N ow he is en
gaged in the same work in Cheshire and
Sullivan counties in this state, and he
is assisted b y the county agricultural
agents there, and by other extension
service workers of the i\ew Hampshire
college experiment station.

Prove It By Making This Test
Put a bunch of hogs or shoats in a separate pen or enclosure — feed them
SAL-YET 60 days as directed, and you will get the best proof of its merits as a
conditioner and worm destroyer. Wormy stock cannot thrive on the choicest
of rations — balanced or unbalanced. Worms annoy— keep animals ravenous
—run-down—ill-natured—discontented—unthrifty—liable to any disease.
Hon. A. J. Lovejoy, Roscoe, 111., writes: “ Please send us two
barrels of SAL-VET at once. This is the best thing we have
ever used. We use it fo r sheep, horses, and over 100 head o f
hogs and find it all you claim.”

J. E. Snell, Flora, Ind., says: “ SAL-VET is a wonder. I had 14
shoats that would not fatten. I fed them SAL-VET and I was very
much surprised to see come from them rolls o f worms from 12 to 14
in. long. These shoats mended f t once, and are now doing finely.”

REAL SURVEY.

They determine whether a farm is
efficient or not b y a farm survey. They
survey all the farms of the neighborhood
and then they take up another neighbor
hood. They examine blocks of lowland
farms and blocks of farms back in the
hills. They get those near the railroad
and those far away. And when they
survey a farm, it is surveyed. Its inner
most secrets are bared. They ask the
farmer a list of questions that would
make a census enumerator blush, and
the farmer, when the system is explained
to him, is glad to answer. Only tw o
men in this state so far have declined.
N o one but the surveyor knows the
facts. The farmer’s confession is held
absolutely confidential, but all the
statistics for each group are totalled
and averaged, and the averages any one
can have.

—is not a food, but a medicated salt, fed with the ration, or
separately according to directions. I guarantee it to rid
stock of stomach and free intestinal worms, to aid diges
tion and to condition the animals so fed. All stock look
better, do better, act better. Every animal having free
access to SAL-VET is a standing advertisement of its
value. I’ll prove its value to you at my own risk.

Send No

Money—

Just the Coupon

Tell me how many head of
stock you want to feed—I’ll
^#
. ship enough SAL-VET to
■<:
last them 60 days. Simply pay the
% % #
freight on arrival — feed the SAL°q
VET as directed—at the end of 60
*a

<%,

days report results. If SAL-VET has
not done all I claim—I’ll cancel the
charge—you won’t owe me a cent.

““

V

Last Tuesday evening at the gymnasi
um an exceptionally fine concert was
given under the auspices of the Girls’
Council, for the benefit of the College
Sdng Book.
M r, Harry D oe, a former resident of
Durham, rendered his violin selections
in a very artistic manner, with Miss
Nellie W hite ’ 16, as his accompanist.
J. Franklin Babb, the well known lec
turer, of statewide recognition, kept
the audience in gales of laughter with
his humorous readings. Miss Julia
Roberts ’ 17, sang with her usual charm,
and responded to enthusiastic applause.
The program was a follows:
Souvenir de H aydn
leonard.
Theme
Variation
M r. Doe.
Rastus and the Turkey,
Babb.
M r. Babb.
Vocal Selection.
M iss Roberts.
Humoreske
D vorak
G avotte
Gossec
M r. Doe.
Batiste
M r. Babb,
Vocal Selection
M iss Roberts.
The Football Game.
M r. Babb.
Chanson
Allen
M r. Doe.
The ushers were young ladies and
candy was sold during the evening.
holds

MEETING

AT
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J. Franklin Babb, W ell Known Reader—
Harry Doe, Violinist—M iss Julia Roberts
Voice— Make Pleasant Evening.

league

SID N EY R. FEEL, Pres.

M anufacturing C h em ists

■<5>

CONCERT GIVEN UNDER
AUSPICES GIRLS COUNCIL

w o m a n ’s

WHAT AVERAGES SHOW.

regular

SMITH

HALL

On W ednesday afternoon, April 14,
the W om an ’s League met at Smith Hall.
Officers for the com ing year were nom 
inated, the election to take place at the
next regular meeting of the League.
After the business
meeting a social
hour was in order, during which
sandwiches and tea were served. M rs.
Pettee and M rs. Smith were the hostess
es of the afternoon.

Exploits of Elaine every Monday and
Tuesday at Lyric.

TEXT OF TALK BY GOVERNOR
Concluded from page 1.

LECTURE BY J. H. PH LB R ’CK
on h e n r y - d : s s t o n

eo.

The class in manual training was
as generously as they have with their given a most interesting illustrated
lecture by Instructor J. H. Philbrick
St^te College.
last week. The slides were furnished
GROWING INTEREST.
by the Henry Disston Com pany of
Their action and their general atti Philadelphia and illustrated their plant,
tude towards the college seem to me to which employs 3500 men and is one of
indicate a very gratifying apprecia the oldest and largest tool manufactur
tion and approval on their part, and on ing establishments in the United States.
the part of their constituents, of the Several processes were shown, so that
work which is being done at Durham. one might see all the steps included
This appreciation is further shown by in the making of hand saws, various
the rapid increase in the enrollment of types of band saws, and files. E very
the college; b y the large amount of space thing used in the plant is manufactured
which the press gives to doings at Dur there, even to the steel. There is a
ham ; and b y the spirit manifest at wall surrounding the grounds seven
such gatherings as this one here tonight. feet high, extending two feet below the
And now for a final, brief word of surface of the ground, and tw o feet
what would be inspiration for you and thick, com posed entirely of grindstones
for all friends of the college, I am sure, which have been worn out and discarded.
if I had the eloquence with which to A ll sorts of tools used in manual training
express fully m y feelings in regard to are made, and many other facts of
the future of the institution at Durham. interest were brought out.
It is certain that N ew Hampshire
College is to do a greater and greater NEW HAMPSHIRE BOARD
GE1S FOBS AS RECOGNITION.
work as the years pass on, in the educa
tion of youth.
Thinking that some form of recogni
I hope that the state of N ew Ham p
shire will benefit to an even larger de tion should be provided for service up
gree than in the past from that work. on the New Hampshire board, it was
W e cannot blame the boys and girls, decided to furnish each member of the
as they complete their courses and ob staff with a watch fob. These fo b s
tain their degrees, from going out into have now arrived and may be seen ac
the world and selling their services in companying their owners about the
the best m arket; which, too often, seems college campus. The design is done in
to them to be beyond the borders of bronze, and is rectangular in shape.
One side lias the college seal upon it,
their own state.
OPPORTUNITIES IN N. H.
with the words “ The N ew Ham p
W hat we can do, perhaps, is to show shire’ ’ below the seal, while the reverse
them that there are opportunities, good side has engraved upon it the intials of
opportunities, in N ew Hampshire, for the recipient and the position held upon
the use of all they have learned and all the board and the year of -service.
that they are.
N ew Hampshire does not say, as LIEUT. S. J. SUTHERLAND
she might, that the graduates o f her
FORMS GIRLS TENNIS CLUB
college owe her a debt’ of gratitude for
their education. W hat she does say is,
A Girls’ Tennis Club has been or
that she needs them in all her lines of ganized b y Lieut. Sutherland. Miss
activity and that she can give them all Josephine Brackett was elected presi
profitable and honorable employm ent. dent of the association and M iss M il
There is nothing which would give dred Flanders secretary and treasurer.
me, personally, more pleasure, than to The tennis court behind Smith Hall is
be able to inspire, in some degree, every to be com pleted and used for the sport.
graduate and every undergraduate of A set of rules has been drawn up and
the N ew Hampshire State College with adopted b y the club. M embership
an earnest desire to serve the best in is open to all women students on pay
terests of the state of N ew Hampshire ment of the fee. Great interest in this
in her agriculture, her business, her organization is shown b y the girls and it
politics, her schools and her homes. is expected to be a great success.

In upper N ew York, in lower Cali
fornia, and in far away New Zealand

is acknowledged b y those who use it as
the one cleaner most suitable for dairy
cleaning.
In lower California the temperature
often reaches 12, . to 130. F., in summer,
and under these conditions you can
easily appreciate the importance of un
failing sanitary cleanliness. Occasion
ally a buttermaker or a milk producer
working under the most unfavorable
circumstances, writes us and tells us
that W yandotte D airym an’s Cleaner
and Cleanser has been a helpful factor
to him in winning first prize in some
dairy exhibit.
If you want this kind of dairy clean
liness that is uniformly satisfactory
even where the conditions are most un
favorable, then ask your dealer for
W yandotte D airym an’s Cleaner and
Cleanser or write your supply man.
Sold in 5 lb. sacks, barrells, and kegs.
INDIAN IN CIRCLE

IN EVERY PACKAGE.

THE J. B. FORD COMPANY
SOLE MFRS.

These averages show what the typical
W yandotte, Mich.
farm is in size. They show how many
cows it can support, what they ought
Made in the U. S. A.
to produce. T h ey show how much hay
should com e from an acre, how much
T his C leaner h a s been aw arded the
silage should be cut, and they show how
h ig h e st prize w herever exhibited.
much capital should be invested if the
greatest returns are to be expected, and
IT CLEANS CLEAN.
they show a hundred and one other
things. They show, in fact, all there is
to know about farms in that particular TELEPHONE 577-M.
neighborhood.
CHARLES
WHITEHOUSE,
Armed with this data, the surveyor
Fine Job
goes now a second time to any farmer
and Book
needing help. He takes this man’s
Booklets, Catalogues and Commercial Work.
statistics a second time and writes them
down now alongside the average figures. 1 Waldron St.,
Dover
B y this comparison the farmer, for
example, finds he is ahead of the game
on hay production, but that his land
should have given him more silage. He
finds that he does not get so much
m oney from his cows as he should. He
gets, he discovers, as much milk as the
others, but finds for the first time that
he is paying too much for it. In fact,
if there is a weak spot anywhere in his
farm, this system -wall disclose just what
it is. Then the expert is on hand to
prescribe. He knows how to cure and
his advice is free.

f.

PRINTING.

THE COMPANY WITH THE PYRAMID

U. S. DEPARTMENT MAN.

M r. W ilson is an agent of the I nited
States
department
of agrici.lti re.
W hen he has finished Cheshire and Sul
livan counties, he or his successors will
make the efficiency surveys in Belknap,
Coos, and M errimac counties. His
assistants are local, furnished by the
state through the college.
PROFESSOR D. LUMSDEN
RECEIVE S APPOINTMENT

Professor D . Lumsden form erly in
structor in the Departm ent of H orti
culture at the N ew Hampshire College,
and now Assistant 1 rofessor of Flori
culture at Cornell L niversity has re
cently received the appointment as
Superintendent of the Fom ological and
Floricultural exhibits of the New Y ork
State Fair Commission.
Frofessor Lumsden’s
appointment
was indorsed by I rofessor E. A. V, hite,
Chief of the Departm ent of Flori
culture at Cornell L niversity, I rofessor
U. P. Hedrick, Experiment Station,
Geneva, N . Y ., and Commissioner of
Agriculture, Hon. C. S. W ilson of Al
bany, N . Y ., formerly chief of the Dept,
of Pom ology at Cornell T.'niversity.
FINE BUILDING FOR EXHIBITS.

The spacious and beautiful building
known as the M anufacturers’ and Liber
al Arts building at the N ew Y ork State
Fair near Syracuse,
N. Y ., will be
used for the horticultural exhibits.
N otable improvements are to be made
in the building and an up-to-date
refrigeration plant added. Exception
ally large premiums for horticultural
exhibits are offered at this fair.

N e w Ha m psh ir e 1
,003,255.03

1

F ir e In s u r a n c e Co.
5. 196. 017..
5, 553, 270. 70
, 725. 809.34
6, 097, 887. 20

1
, 257, 058.25
1
.322,378 .14
1
,408, 681. £
1
.510,064.
1
, 578,330 82
1
, 654, 504.81
1
, 700,761 60

6 , 2 5 0 . 5 2 6 .8 9

1, 7 0 3 , 4 3 3 .6 7

TOTAL LIABILITIES $2,797,093.22
POLICY HOLDERS SURPLUS $3,453,433.67
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Cream In Dairy Products
General Offices and Chemical and
Bacteriological Laboratory,

494 Rutherford Ave.,

Boston

Tke Largest Independent Dairy
Co. in iSTew England.

